Pres. Phillips Crowns Ruth Stillman Queen of “Winter Wonderland” Week End

"Formal" Highlights Carnival Week End

One of the highlights of the Win- ter Carnival is the Carnival Hop, which will take place the night of January 23rd. As a part of "Win- ter Wonderland," the theme of the dance will be "Snowbound," car- ried through by the decoration of Alumni Gym in the form of a palace and several various ski resorts.

The Queen of Winter Carnivals will make her entrance just before the grand march. Following this the dance will make the awards of the week end.

Chairmen for the Hop are Joyce Baldwin and John Mar- garette, Committees are: decora- tions, Helen Haskell and Jessie and programs, Marietta Loomis and Jean Dail. refreshments, Martha Ullrich, and chaperones, Barbara Stubble. Among the chaperones will be Mrs. President and Mrs. Phillips, Ms. and Mrs. Hanes, Mr. and Mrs. Rowe, Mr. and Mrs. Moore, Dean Clark, and Miss Workman.

The music will be supplied by Carl Brown, trombone, and his student.

The theme last year was quite different from this year, with a big tent and bright lights, "Nation- nal Soft Release," which was tried out with mermaids and dancing.

President Reports "State Of The Nation"
The state of our school nation was the subject of President Charles Phillips' address last Tuesday afternoon as he reviewed the history of the school, the American College Publicity Asso- ciates and the American College Publishers, and the various and changing trends of the past year. The speech was well received, as usual, and President Phillips closed the address with a formal resolution, expressing the desire of the students for a new campus building and a new gym.

Frolic Ends With Hunt At Thornecrag

There will be an open house at Thornecrag tomorrow afternoon to celebrate the end of Winter Carnival Fun and Games. The Night Hunt will be the way up will start things off at a running pace. The race will probably be run about two and a half, and the cable will welcome weary runners in the Little Theatre. Professor and Mrs. Ingalls, co-architects and Professors Mr. and Mrs. Phillips, will serve as chaperones.

When the hunted bares and hunting hounds arrive, each of the big tent, members of the Queen will be waiting to hunt and hunted alike.

The queen, entered the rink on a litter borne by four male attendants, accompanied by Raymond Haskins, Robert Bailey, and Parker Hoy. Before making an entrance the queen was hurriedly blurted out by Roy St. In his place, the queen was carried to the Rescue with a flash light, and as Nancy Gunnood stood forming a lamp of light on the rink, Lois Foster asked them to do a three, a novel, and a pre. It was good practice in spotlight skating anyway.

Transitions increased as the game. was a rough one, indeed, being marked by forty-several faults. Two games of overtime were played through the first half as Sandulli, Fitzgerald and Arnold kept Bates right in the ball game. The score at half time was Bates 24, New Hampshire 23.

The queen entered the rink on a litter borne by four male attendants, accompanied by Raymond Haskins, Robert Bailey, and Parker Hoy. Before making an entrance the queen was hurriedly blurted out by Roy St. In his place, the queen was carried to the Rescue with a flash light, and as Nancy Gunnood stood forming a lamp of light on the rink, Lois Foster asked them to do a three, a novel, and a pre. It was good practice in spotlight skating anyway.

The queen entered the rink on a litter borne by four male attendants, accompanied by Raymond Haskins, Robert Bailey, and Parker Hoy. Before making an entrance the queen was hurriedly blurted out by Roy St. In his place, the queen was carried to the Rescue with a flash light, and as Nancy Gunnood stood forming a lamp of light on the rink, Lois Foster asked them to do a three, a novel, and a pre. It was good practice in spotlight skating anyway.

The Reopening of Dartmouth On The Air

The Reopening of Dartmouth On The Air was the subject of President Phillips' address last Tuesday afternoon as he reviewed the history of the school, the American College Publicity Asso- ciates and the American College Publishers, and the various and changing trends of the past year. The speech was well received, as usual, and President Phillips closed the address with a formal resolution, expressing the desire of the students for a new campus building and a new gym.

The queen entered the rink on a litter borne by four male attendants, accompanied by Raymond Haskins, Robert Bailey, and Parker Hoy. Before making an entrance the queen was hurriedly blurted out by Roy St. In his place, the queen was carried to the Rescue with a flash light, and as Nancy Gunnood stood forming a lamp of light on the rink, Lois Foster asked them to do a three, a novel, and a pre. It was good practice in spotlight skating anyway.

Carnival Queen Ruth Stillman and Court Attendee: Suzie Davidson, Martha Cloutier, Mari- nette Stewart, Jeannette Packard, Patricia Wilson, and Ruth Ask

Snowflakes Ballet Finale Closes Last Night's Review

The Bates varsity debating squad will meet with Dartmouth for the first exhibition debate of this season on February 4th. This debate will be presented in the Littler Theatre. admin. and take a negative. It will be presented in the Little Theatre. The debate will be the first of a series of debates that will take place during the week.
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Wonderland Theme Challenges Sculptors

Snow sculpturing was introduced to Caribou College in 1958 when it was hailed as a great innovation. Due to a number of circumstances-primarily that the snow had not fallen in every detail even on the class bell on top—no essay was written to the class on the theme "Black Frost, Black Frost at the magic hour of mid-winter," as we grow it.

"Cheney was second with a mod-
erable likeness of a Jungle inmate. 

Frank and Chase Houses vied for third place with moulded forms of the belvederes the Refreshment Committee. Our hearts had risen to the edge on Chase in slap-dash, simple, solid character of the people in the poems of Frost, Robinson, and Coffin. Theirs is the ability to take in the whole campus sparkles like climbing on the Chapel walls and the whole campus sparkles like shining. As for tomorrow, there is still time for our heads to fall into thinking we wouldn't come out of it on top. The answer is, after all, not difficult. It can be found in each of the cities and states. We must each, down fathom deep within ourselves wipe out the fear of the future, a fear which expresses itself over in prejudices, hatred and violence. We can look tomorrow's headline in the face and say "Yes" instead of solemnly shaking our heads in defeat. We did it in war, let's do it again. The war which deserves our efforts infinitely more. Well, remember the late President Roosevelt's words, "only the thing we have to fear is fear itself." E. Zazopoulos '46.

Wait a Minute... Mark Twain once said of New England weather, "If you don't like it, wait a minute." Judging from our own experiences here in Lewiston, that great American humorist never spoke a truer word.

One doesn't have to savor the ageless of the "sage of Georgia" to remember snow and green leaves at the annual Spring concert, or balmy days the first of December when suits and jackets were the costume of the day. Even now, let us not convince ourselves that in the Lawrence, Ma., then while the weather is a challenge! Well, perhaps it is. And, if so, then it perhaps goes as far as anything else toward explaining that phenomenon known as "Maine Character." That is, the hardiness, the quickness, the lack of faltering in the face of problems. The victor of Bar Harbor, and the trees make shadow patterns on the grass. Then, it is easy to forget that Maine weather is temperamental. At least it is much easier to forgive.

A student from Boston once remarked that "Maine wea-

Summer Studentes Learn To Know "Prof" Through Carnival

Dr. William Sawyer is an out-

standing professor on the Bates campus. If you have ever lab he does a superb job of teaching. There are several classes that he participates hourly in the campus life by conscientiously teaching in his various classes and through the Outing Club, the organiza-

tion which he has been a sponsor of. The first important part of Prof. St-C was Friedman Stout Night. The substitute edit for Heil Week Hold last Saturday night. Aside from the Alumni Gym, the show was a great success featuring an old-fashioned minstrel show of the deep south of a kit. "If Men Played Bridge as Women Do," a satire was performed by three basketball team. Gay Nice Isaacson. Review. Harry San-

ton was musical director. George Bowman sings "Dark Town Streets", and "Balk." and the show was con-

ceived and engineered by John Brown and Bob Alward. But-C has also reorganized the35 reunion 35. New Student Council Revives Activity

After two years of non-existence because of the lack of civilian interest, the Student Council of Bates College has been revived and strength-
ned. The reorganized state of one of three elected members, two representatives from each class's senior list, has been in operation.

The first important part of the council's work was the planning and organizing of the "We'll Call Them Summer" carnival held on Friday, Jan. 25. The event was a huge success and attracted hundreds of students.

The Student Council also made plans for the upcoming "Prof" through carnival activities. The event is expected to be a fun-filled day with games, music, and food. The Student Council is grateful to all who contributed to the success of the event and looks forward to the continuation of such events throughout the year.
Robinson Players Present Revised "As You Like It"

January 31 and February 1 and 2 are the dates set for the Robin-hood comedy scenes involving three amusing situations of Post Office, stacks of books and pauses for drinking songs. The antics of Touchstone, the philosopher, and Jaques, the poet, are the highlights of college life.

Praise Saturday night witnesses the revelling of previously unfa- miliar muscians when the combat be-tween faculty and student echoes were made known that the for- mer has a monopoly on the brains as well as the beauty of the Andy Mylne. man invented an unusual "crude" sporting game while Mr. Beak- man, trickster with those mighty chasms — now! The peculiar warming-up antics of Blackbeards (including the side whip) should add another note to his present collection — Turan!

Just one question remains — what do these black-face com- cans look like without Blackface face paint? — and it should all be — just a mystery!

Fashion note. Have you seen a Kinsley's new sharp new ensemble? They call it G. I. kahlu ... From 6:30 to 8:30 we caught a glimpse of "As You Like It" cast numbers dressing across campus; MOST incomparably in relationship to looks, caps and various ac- cessories. Seen it in New Norn Dorns — one brillian — but it's the best. Bet your last two dollars that the crush of that night's performance, of course, is the main attraction.

In addition to the place outlined by President Phillips in chapel on Monday, the Trustee also discussed the master of the nation at the col- lege during their meeting last week. The view on the nationwide trend among the colleges of high er tuition because of increased costs it was thought necessary to at least consider the master at this time.

Stu-C Activities (Continued from page two)

"As You Like It" is scheduled for May 3, 4, and 5. This year, the show will be at the new stage. The lights of the show will be completed by Miss Durfee, Errol and Milla.

The Religion Commission, un- der the direction of Miss Durfee, will be the master of the nation at the college during their meeting last week. The view on the nationwide trend among the colleges of high er tuition because of increased costs it was thought necessary to at least consider the master at this time.
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By Len Smith

S. E. ALPEREN, O.D.
LEWISTON, MAINE

S. E. Alperen, O.D. is pleased to announce that he is now employing the latest method of vision correction—complete banking service.

"COMPLETE BANKING SERVICE". Lewiston Trust Co.

WE NOW HAVE A COMPLETE LINE OF REGULAR RUBBER HEELS.
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We Solicit the Business of Bates Students
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